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Overview of topic

➢Definition 

➢ Types of Tumors

➢Characteristics of cancer cells

➢Causes of cancer-

1. Extrinsic causes- Physical, 

chemical & biological

2. Intrinsic causes- Somatic 

mutations, Oncogenes & ageing 

related phenomenon



Definition -Cancer is a group of diseases involving abnormal cell 

growth(tumor) with the potential to invade or spread to other parts of 

the body- ICMR-more than 1300 deaths/day in India

Normal cells-regulated division,differentiation and apoptosis



Tumor-Abnormal proliferation of cells without differentiation and 

apoptosis





Type Occurrence/type of cell cancers

arise from

Sarcoma Connective tissues such as bones, 

muscles, cartilage, and blood vessels.

Carcinoma Tumors that arise from endodermal or 

ectodermal tissues (epithelial cells like 

skin)

Lymphoma Huge lymphocyte production by lymph 

nodes and spleen 

Leukemia Bone marrow, which creates blood 

cells



Most cancers arise from a single abnormal cell





Transition of a normal cell to cancerous cell is referred to 

as transformation.

How  a normal cell becomes cancerous?

Initiation of 
tumor( Exogenous 

or endogenous 
factors)

Promotion and 
progression( 

Increased cell turn 
over)

Metastasis and 
invasion



Characteristics of Cancer cells

✓ Uncontrolled 

growth/Immortalization-

Continue to divide if nutrition 

provided indefinitely for 

generations

• Normal cells-max 50 generations

✓ Density dependent inhibition-

Normal cells-divide until reach 

finite cell density, cancer cells 

don’t





✓Loss of contact inhibition - Petri dish-

Normal cells- forms single layer

cancer cells-Grow on top of one another

✓Loss of anchorage dependence

Normal cells-require substratum

Cancer cells- Anchorage independent





✓Invasiveness & metastasis

Invasiveness-Direct migration & penetration into neighbouring 

tissues

Metastasis-ability of cancer cells to penetrate into lymphatic and 

blood vessels, circulate through these systems and invade normal 

tissues elsewhere in the body.





✓Angiogenesis- Cancer cells secrete growth factors( Vascular Endothelial 

Growth Factor)-to develop new  blood vessels-to provide blood to 

proliferating cells



✓Increased sugar transport-For rapid growth & multiplication-more glucose 

they need- Across cell surface Sugar transport 



✓Fail to undergo apoptosis- Increased resistance to apoptosis

✓Fail to differentiate- Defective reticulocyte (immature RBC) derived 

from stem cells of bone marrow give rise to blood cancer







Physical agents Chemical agents Biological agents

✓Non-radioactive 

carcinogens  e.g. tobacco 

smoke,Asbestos,Benzene

etc

✓ Radio 

frequency radiation 

from mobile 

phones, ultraviolet 

radiation (present in 

sunlight), x-rays, 

and gamma radiation

✓Medical imaging, 

and radon gas

✓Polynuclear

hydrocarbons (e.g. 

benzopyrene)

✓Some metal 

compounds(Lead, 

Chromium)

✓Some plastic chemicals 

(e.g. Vinyl chloride)

✓Helicobacter pyloris

which causes gastritis)

✓HBV, HCV (hepatitis 

viruses

✓HPV (human papilloma

virus, papilloma virus, 

which causes changes eg. 

Cervical cells)

✓EBV (Epstein-Barr 

virus, the herpes virus 

that causes inflammation 

of the throat lymphoid)











Oncogene -a gene that has the potential to cause cancer. In tumor cells, 

they are often mutated and/or expressed at high levels.
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